Commemorating a giant figure whose memory is still fresh to many is a heavy responsibility. Pat Byrne was a plebeian and rejoiced in the plebs' victory represented by the introduction of the National Health Service in 1948. In 30 years of practice in Milnethorpe, a market town and former seaport of Westmoreland, Pat developed the ideal of personal, continuing primary care of the highest clinical quality then possible. He was able to look after his patients as he would have wished himself, or his own family, to be looked after.
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Commemorating a giant figure whose memory is still fresh to many is a heavy responsibility. Pat Byrne was a plebeian and rejoiced in the plebs' victory represented by the introduction of the National Health Service in 1948. In 30 years of practice in Milnethorpe, a market town and former seaport of Westmoreland, Pat developed the ideal of personal, continuing primary care of the highest clinical quality then possible. He was able to look after his patients as he would have wished himself, or his own family, to be looked after.
In 1970 he became the first professor of general practice in England, in the utterly different circumstances of central Manchester. He did as much as any general practitioner, and more than most, to apply his Milnethorpe ideal to the reality of an industrial city. Though he went on to solve other problems successfully, in this particular task he was probably no more and no less successful than all the others who have broken their hearts trying to get enough clinical enthusiasm into urban industrial practice for it to achieve active, independent, unsubsidised growth. He did not, and could not, transfer Milnethorpe to Darbishire House health centre. If giants have failed to apply the rural and market town model of good general practice to urban industrial settings ordinary men and women are unlikely ever to do so. For too long we seem to have assumed that bad work in bad places can, by mighty acts of will, be changed into the good work of good places without any accompanying changes of structure or circumstance. We have attributed perfunctory care to perfunctory men instead of recognising that both are the consequence of intolerable circumstances that can and should be changed.
How things are
The former mining valleys of south Wales are its inner city, having most, but not all, of the ugly features associated with inner cities.
In July 1983 a survey of a 20% random sample of households in my own practice (241 people in 101 households) showed that 52 out of 98 men aged (60%) were not working and that one third of the children under 16 lived in homes where nobody went to work. In the 22 years I have lived in Glyncorrwg I have seen the closure of all three local coal mines; the halving of the workforce employed at the steelworks in neighbouring Port Talbot; the loss of our bank, telephone exchange, ambulance depot, Co-op, three pubs, five shops, the cinema, one chapel, and a betting shop; the demolition of one fifth of our housing stock; and a reduction in the total population of the upper Afan valley from over and has a reasonable library should be able to undertake most of the work now being done in general medical outpatient departments at high cost and low social efficiency. Additional resources, as well as smaller average lists, are certainly necessary to attain this standard as the norm rather than the exception in urban industrial practice. The addition, however, is finite, measurable, and by no means impossible for a nation with three or four million unemployed, many of whom would love to work in primary care, a nation able to spend more on one Trident missile than it does on its entire annual programme for renal dialysis and transplantation.
Change on the scale we need cannot, will not, and should not come principally from changes in attitude on the part of general practitioners BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL VOLUME 288 2 JUNE 1984 in industrial cities. If British doctors visiting the United States are shocked to hear the incessant pinging of cash registers, accepted as normal in American hospitals, this is not because they have personally achieved moral superiority but because they came to accept and eventually enjoy a cash free health economy, which they initially reviled as much as the most ignorant advocate of the American Medical Association. General practitioners working in industrial cities are no more and no less personally responsible for perfunctory care than are their patients for the miserable wastelands in which they live but cannot work. If we believe in treating causes rather than symptoms in our patients, why not in ourselves and our own behaviour? We need serious investment in more staff, more room to work in, vastly improved medical records, more time for patients, and more time for reading, thinking, discussion with colleagues, postgraduate training, and participation in local planning. Investment on this scale cannot come from the doctor's pocket, nor can any more time be stolen from the families of general practitioners; the investment must come from the public we serve, directly and unambiguously for its intended purpose, not mixed up in our pockets with all sorts of other loose change so that we still have to choose between a holiday and books for the practice library at £30 a volume.
Those who ignore their own history are condemned to repeat it. General practitioners allowed themselves to be led by the consultants in root and branch opposition to Lloyd George's Insurance Act of 1911, claiming that it would end the doctor-patient relationship; in fact, it gave such a relationship to millions who had never had it before and doubled the incomes of the general practitioners who looked after them. Being too busy to consider their history, general practitioners led themselves into similar root and branch opposition to the National Health Service Act in 1948, again claiming that the doctos-patient relationship "would be lost for ever" unless we all stood firm against the Act3l; once again it gave such a relationship to more people in fact everyone-and abolished medical poverty and, eventually, the mutual exploitation characteristic of prewar practice. Of course, we could have done a lot better if we had not ourselves refused public investment in primary care (much to the relief of the government, which was able to blame us for what would have been its own default). We asked to be left alone, and we were left alone until general practice, above all urban industrial practice, had sunk into such squalor and had become so marginal to medicine as a whole that it looked as though it might die altogether, its work to be done at much higher cost and even lower efficiency in hospital emergency departments. We therefore got the 1966 package deal, the most significant step toward sanity in general practice most of us have ever experienced. And what was it ? A massive transfer of financial responsibility from the general practitioners' pockets to the public purse and, in principle, a massive breach in independent contractor status, because, in the long run, in a democratic society, public investment must mean public accountability. To largely irrelevant. It is true that the public health tradition, here as in most other countries, has been impoverished by its divorce from clinical medicine, a divorce for the most part imposed by the profession itself. Under any circumstances community medicine will take time to recover from a century of banishment to the periphery of medical practice, but clinicians will also take time to recover from their ignorance of the tasks of organisation, management, local planning, and research based clinical strategy. Given good will and the right combination of confidence and humility on both sides, general practitioners and community physicians could work more effectively together than they ever will apart. The claim that salaried service must violate clinical autonomy is not merely unconvincing (in the light of the experience of consultants and the uses to which our autonomy has all too often been put) but is the opposite of the truth. As John Robson wrote in his important review of salaried options, "The battle for clinical autonomy . . . is a battle for more and better resources rather than favoured status. ...
[It] cannot be conducted on a basis of independent contracting. The resources required are too large, the organisation of care too complex, and the task too important to be left to those who stand outside it."32 Serious public investment in primary care cannot be capricious, depending only on the preferences of individual general practitioners rather than the needs of the populations they serve; it must be planned. If we want to be a part of the planning process we have to commit ourselves to it and accept decisions to which we, and the rest of our teams, contribute. To suppose that within such a process of planning we would not have an effective voice is absurd.
Community general practitioners
Like all other health workers general practitioners mistrust planning and control from above. They have to be answerable to somebody, but few wish to answer for their work to people who have never done it themselves. Salaried public medical service is easily caricatured as an ossuary of fossilised screening techniques long drained of any blood they may once have contained and perpetuated because some bureaucrat accepts them as the only measure of work done.
The only way to limit and eventually to defeat bureaucracy is not to defend our own obsolete local despotism but to create a local participatory democracy. The essential ingredients for this are already to hand. British general practitioners serve registered populations, lists of names and addresses that are a potential local electorate and data base for audit. In a properly equipped and staffed primary care service, with trained practice managers aided by computer assisted clinical records permitting both audit of clinical activity and duplication of updated personal summaries, we could make this electorate both personally and collectively informed. If, once a year, each registered patient aged 15 and over was given both an updated summary of his personal health and a simple account of the work of the practice in relation to local health variables, with an opportunity to discuss these at an annual meeting at which a patients' advisory committee for the ensuing year would also be elected, we would have the essential machinery for local participatory democracy as well as an information system for area planning by the district team.
Community general practitioners of this kind could not and should not be introduced across the board. Any attempt to do this would fail if only because it demands a volunteer rather than a conscript army and because the entire development would not be perceived as necessary in areas where the old system appears to be working well. It could and should be introduced as an option wherever general practitioners are prepared to have a go at it, and I would be surprised if fewer than 10% of general practitioners would be interested in working in this way if the opportunity existed. That 10% would
give us the pilot trial we would need before considering any more general extension.
Full spiral
The community general practitioner brings us full spiral, beyond but in the same line of ascent as rural and market town personal doctors like Pat Byrne and Will Pickles, models of what general practitioners can and should be not only for their own time but for ours, when we stand at the brink of the final abyss. At such a time, when each of us must choose whether to slide on, hoping for the best, or put our weight to a new social course, some new path entirely, we must find the courage and imagination to pursue old objectives in a new way. The main error in Byrne's and Pickles's conception of maternalistic continuing personal care is that few general practitioners or patients ever experienced it in urban industrial practice.
We need not be ashamed of failing in a task in which it was impossible to succeed without changing the rules of the game. We know that within those rules there are no solutions. We still have time to help by writing a new set of rules and opening up a wide range of new solutions, but not much time.
I am grateful to Dr Brian Hurwitz for drawing my attention to the work of Dr H Gillies-Rayburn and Dr M Murtomaa.
